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SKYSAILOR IS THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE 

HANG GL IDI NG FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA (H .G. F.A. ) 

Skysai l or appea r s twelve ti mes a year and i s 
provided as a servi ce t o members. For non-members, 
t he sub scr i pt ion rates are $10. 00 per annum. 
Cheq ues shoul d be made paya bl e and sent to HG FA. 

Skysai l or i s publ i shed to create fu rt her i nterest 
i n the spor t of hang gl iding . Its prima ry purpose 
is to provide a ready means of communica ti on be
tween hang gl i din g enthus iasts in Australia and 
i n th i s way to advance t he fu t ure devel opment of 
the sport and its methods and saf ety . 

Co ntribu t ions are we l comed. Anyone is invi t ed 
to contr i bute articles , photographs and i l lustrat-
i ons concerning ha ng gli ding acti vities. The 
Editor reserves t he right to edit contributions 
where necessary . HGFA and the Editor do not 
assume responsibility for the material or the 
opinions of contributors presented in Skysailor. 

Copyright in Skysailor is vested in HGFA. Copy
right in art i cl es is vested in each of the 
authors in respect of her or his contribution. 
Deadline for contributions : 1st of the Month. 
ISStl 0313-363X 

ADVERTISING RATES 

Full Page: $40.00 Quarter Page: $15.00 
Half Page: $25.00 Market Place: Free 

An additional charge will be made for any typing, 
typesetting or artwork which may be required. 

Advertisements from kite manufacturers must indi
cate whether or not their kite meets the US HGMA 
ce rtification standards . 

Kites for sale in Market Place must indicate a 
suitable mi nimum hang rat i ng. 
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INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATION SHlINARS 

The first of the seminars in our new 
Instructor Certification Scheme will be 
held soon in NSW. Seminars are planned for 
each state and we want as many people as 
possible to attend each one. You don't have 
to be a professional instructor or have plans 
to be one, you just have to be interested in 
learning how to teach properly, and some 
first aid--so contact HGFA or your state 
Instructor Coordinator and we'll give you 
details on the seminar planned for your 
state. 

SAFETY SURVEY 

If you ~aven't filled out and mailed 
your 1980 Safety Survey that appeared in 
the last issue, please do so soon. We 
have only received about 50 so far and we 
need to hear from more of you than that 
before we can really make any generaliza
tions from the data. Send your questionaire 
in right away we will probably wait until 
the end of the month before we start 
tabulating. 

In the mean time, have a read of 
the overseas accident surveys from 1980 
which will appear this month and next 
month and then we can compare their record 
to ours. 

POLICY ON POWER 

At the last HGFA meeting, it was decided 
that we needed to clarify exactly the policy 
about powered articles in SkySai10r. 

The policy is: 

1) There will be no advertising of powered 
hang gliders or products. 

2) That no articles primarily about power 
will be printed, except in the interests of 
safety. 

NEWS ... NEWS ... NEWS ... 
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WORLD COMPETITION TEAM: 

Our World Competition Team leaves on 
September 24 to go to Beppu, Japan for 
the 3rd World Hang Gliding Competition 
which begins a few days later. 

The final team is made up of: 

Steve Moyes, Team Leader, NSW 
Denis Cummings, Asst. Team Leader, NSW 
Steve Gilmour, NSW 
Wesley Hill, Victoria 
Dermot Meaney, South Australia 
Bob French, Victoria 

These guys are paying all their own 
expenses which come to over $2500 since we 
have not been able to find the money to 
assist them yet. Though we couldn't raise 
a full team of 11, we are proud that these 
pi lots have agreed to go and Ivi s~ them a 11 
the best in winds and a bit of luck too. 

MORE NEW WORLD RECORDS!!! 

FAI has just informed us of two new 
world records: 

Michael Brewer of the USA has set a 
new record for altitude gain in a flexible 
wing hang glider. He was flying in the 
Gunther Canyon in California on 22 June, 1981 
and recorded a gain of height of 4023 meters. 
That is 13,204.6 feet for those who still 
think imperial . . 

The second new record is an out and 
return flight made by three Austrian 
pi10ts--Ernst Reichho1f, Helmut Lorenzoni, 
and Helmut Dornauer on 15 August, 1981. 
We don't know where they were flying but 
they did an out and return distance of 
102 kms (63.35 miles). 

ILLAi~ARRA INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL COMPETITION 

*1 think we should start calling this the 13 Camp! 

Planning is progressing for this event. The 
dates have been set--15 - 25 of February, 1982 
and the invitations have been sent out to 10 
countries: USA, UK, Italy, Japan, France, Spain, 
Brazil, Germany, Austria, Canada. 

\~e s ti 11 don't know for sure how much pri ze 
money there will be, but a group of local people 
in the 111awarra area are working on that. 

The Australian Team will be selected from 
the p1acings in the Nationals which are in 
January at Mt. Buffalo. 



1981 OWENS VALLEY CLASSIC 
by 

July 4th - the Bishop magnet was turned on 
attracting the world's hottest cross country 
pilots to pitt their skills against the elements 
and each other. 

The Classic separates the boys from the men 
and measures the man against the men. 

Most competition organizers attract compet
ing pilots by offering prizes or pleasures. 

Don Partridge and his Valley offer the 
pleasure of thirst, heat, cold, hypoxia and the 
chance to measure oneself against the men. 

Still they come in droves because what is 
offered is the thing . the competing pilot desires 
most - recognition. 

The Men 
Most observant followers of the sport had 

chosen their favourites to take the places in the 
Classic. I had 4 men picked in the order that I 
expected them to finish. They were: 

1. Rick Pfeiffer: two previous wins and desper
ate to take the third. Aggressive and 
dedicated. Flying an O.V.R. and pod and 
using the maximum in mechanical assistance. 
Sound local knowledge. He is a racing 
machine and the proposed tasks would suit 
him. 

2. Larry TUdor: has had the abil ity to win 
for years but being casual has always made 
one costly mistake. He is a cool, natural 
pilot and flies an O.V.R. but uses the 
minimum in mechanical assistance. A real 
Mr. Nice Guy tipped by many of his fans to 
win. 

3. Steve Moyes: . winner of over 50 international 
meets and just as desperate as Pfeiffer to 
add the Classic to his list. A cool, well 
seasoned, disciplined pilot flying his own 
Moyes Meteor, but lacking local knowledge. 

4. Jeff Burnett: local boy previously of Sensor 
fame now flying a Vampire. Watching Jeff 
in previous meets I've felt that he had the 
ability and aggression to be a threat in 
this meet. Jeff has changed kites and must 
be seeking a new image because he has removed 
his rather frightening beard. Maybe he's 
lost some bluff value. 

I expected these four to fill the first few 
places and to be pressured or replaced by the old 
masters: Greblo, Grigsby, Scott and De Glanville. 

As it happened a few new audacious kids 
applied most of the pressure, without working their 
way through the ranks in the time honoured fashion. 

BIll Moyes 
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A kid from San Francisco named Chris Arai 
won the first round and the only round not won by 
either Pfeiffer or Tudor. He also put in a 
strong bid in several other rounds. Another kid 
from ~exico named Miguel made his mark on the 
meet and a third finished 5th, Tim Joseph. I 
expect someone will have to make room for these 
kids in future. 

The Meet 

Day 1 A minimum time 60 mile task was 
won by Chris Arai. My 4 choices filling the 
next 4 places. Things going as expected. 

Day 2 A minimum time 68 mile task to 
Mina. This task should have been a good task 
but the day over-developed early and the field 
was swept by storms and squalls. 7 pilots led 
by Larry Tudor reached ~li na but those caught 
between Boundary Peak and Mina by the storms 
were forced down in the desert. Steve, Rich 
and Jeff were among those in the desert. At 
this point all realized Larry would be hard to 
catch unless he made a mistake. 

Day 3 An open distance day. Larry flew 
so far he needed interstate telephone aid to get 
home. He covered 168 miles to increase his 
lead. The rest of the field weren't asleep 
though. 14 blokes flew over 100 miles. 

Days 4, 5 and 6 Were all minimum time 
tasks over various courses. The racing machine 
- Rich Pfeiffer, went into overdrive, winning all 
3 heats. He took many risks in the quest for 
speed and time, saying nobody remembers who comes 
second . I think we will remember his efforts 
in this case. 

Day 7 The final task - a minimum time to 
Janeies after an upwind work to the airport. The 
first 5 places looked locked up solid with a 
reasonable point spread. A bloke would have to 
slip badly to lose his spot. 

Tudor had 
Pfeiffer 
Moyes 
Burnet 
De G1 anvi 11 e 

17.50 
24.25 
63 
86 
97 

pts. 
" 

Four of these five blokes were content to 
hold their spot but not Pfeiffer. The race was 
not over as far as he was concerned. He flew 
like a rocket, covering the 60 mile course in 
95.02 mins. Larry hung onto his tail like a 
bulldog and even beat him in by 3 seconds . Steve 
cruised in 101 mins. to take 3rd and hol d his spot. 
Jeff bu rnt himself trying t o close the ga p and 
landed ou t. He slipped to 12th place. Mike De 
Glanville moved into 4th and Tim Joseph into 5th. 



This meet contained few surprises, save the 
increase in ability and performance of the ~lokes 
and their gliders. A good meet is one where the 
right bloke wins and the right blokes place and 
they all want to come back next year. 

This was a good meet. 

The Machines 
U.P. stole the show last year -with the in

troduction of the Comet. Their success revolut
ionized the industry and each manufacturer now 
has a double surfaced version today, each_c~pable 
in its own way . The placings show that lt s not 
a one way street. 

The tasks this year called for a thorough
bred racer. The UP answer was the O.V.R. which 
amongst thoroughbred racehorses is fraaile and 
temperamental, showing some of the cha~acterist
ics of the O.V.R. and probably any glider dev
eloped for a single purpose. 

This meet influences the evolution of our 
sport and industry. I would prefer to see the 
sweeter qualities of a glider encouraged, that 
is sink and handling in future. Otherwise all 
manufacturers must produce their costly thorough
breds . Cost would limit this meet to manufact-

INSTRUMENTS 

urers' teams. We had such a meet at Teluride 
and it failed due to lack of support from the 
manufacturers. 

This meet must remain a pilot's meet. 
It is too valuable to the sport. 

I would like to congratulate Don Partridge 
and his team of organizers. Not a minute was 
wasted. Everyone gained experience. Kinship 
among pilots was stronger than I have ever seen. 
It was a pleasure to be amongst these blokes and 
watch them achieve flishts beyond my wildest 
dreams. 

VARIOMETERS -- ALTIMETERS -- AIRSPEEDS -- BAROGRAPHS 

We are the Australian agents for BALL VARIOMETERS anct can supply a range of instruments to suit your 
req,lirements c\t c010petitive prices. TRY THESE:-

MODEL 620H Well kno\-/n to Australian flyers, vario inclurles huilt in audio. 
Uses two internal 9v hatteries. 

MODEL 629 - The latest-vario / di9ital altimeter comhination. Altimeter reacts 
above or below take off point. 

MODEL 631 - Same as 629 plus built in audio. 

These and other I~octels all with one year warranty and factory approved hack up in Australi"!. 

We can also supply:-

REPLOGLE Barographs, light weight, rU9g ect and reliable, 30 , 000 ' range 
... ALTIMETERS ••• AIRSPEED INDICATORS PARACHUTES ••. COMPASSES •.• OXYGEN SYSTEMS ••• 
MECHANICAL VARIOS ••. ACCESSORIES 

For further illfomation write or call Tom Gilhert. 

T. & J Sailplane Services 
BOX 324, CAMDEN, N.S.W. 2570 

PHONE (046) 667079 - A.H. (046) 571288 
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r:t lIfEWS 
Thanks fo~ your indulgence - this is my last 

column - I'm handing the co-ordination of Victor
ian news to Paul Tanner - whose first column will 
appear next month. Good luck, Paul! 

The Annual General Meeting 

Held in conjunction with the Southern Hang 
Gliding Club meeting at Bells' Hotel, South 
Melbourne, the AGM ~/as well attended this year, 
despite the closure of the bar during official 
business. 

After opening the meeting and moving that the 
minutes of the last AGM be taken as read, retir
ing president John McCarthy announced that at 
long last the new Constitution had been passed by 
popular vote. He proceeded to detail some of 
its salient features. 

The Treasurer, Peter Lissenberg, gave a quick 
rundown of the VHGA's financial position, which 
appears to be quite healthy. In fact, he called 
for suggestions as to how to usefully spend the 
VHGA's funds. Suggestions included a stile at 
Mt. Buffalo, barographs, signs, ramps and other 
sundries. Expenses during 1980-81 included the 
usual administrivia, and the purchase of two 
Skydarts to upgrade the standard of training in 
Victoria. These 'Darts are to be leased to the 
Southern School of Hang Gliding and will be avail
able on occasion during rating days to members 
also. We ended 1980-81 with -cash on hand of 
$1,.700. 

Peter mentioned that the Victorian Champion
ships may cost the V.H.G.A. between $300-600 this 
year, but that the Nationals and the X-C are self
financing. Although there is some bad news -
HGFA fees will probably increase - there is also 
some good news - the V.H.G.A. portion will pro
bably decrease to $5 from the current $7 level. 

_ The President's Address centred mainly on 
safety. John mentioned that we hadn't really 
made much visible progress in this area. He 
also noted that a certain pilot was known to be 
flying at Flowerdale in an inebriated condition. 
(Although I sympathise - you have to be somewhat 
strange to fly at Flowerdale) - and any inform
ation would be appreciated. Mt. Elephant may 
constitute a fire risk this summer - the grass is 
high. Mike Estcourt may be organizing a work
ing bee. However, in any case you should (must) 
either call Lindsay Eldridge at Derrinallum 
before you go, or drop in at his home (last house 
on the right before you turn left off the Hamil
ton Hwy. to Mt. Elephant) to check that it's o.k. 
You MUST have a 4 wheel drive, or you may not 
go up the mounta in. -
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Greg Withers moved a vote of thanks to the 
retiring presiden t. 

Nomi nat ions for new Office bearers were 
~alled. Peter Lissenberg stood and spoke on the 
JOys and power of committee membership. The 
results of the election were: 

Position Nominations Result 
President Dave Harding Elected Unopposed 
Secretary Gavin Hill Elected Unopposed 
Treasurer Fred Butcher Elected Unopposed 
Competition 
Director Wes Hi 11 Elected Unopposed 
Training 
Director Rod Steele Elected Unopposed 
HGFA Co-
ordinator Craig Aitken Elected Unopposed 
Safety 
Director (Mi ke Cockburn 

(Doug Belford 
(John Reynoldson Elected 

Further business included a discussion of the 
ANO 95.8, where it was noted that we should apply 
for clearances as normal - as any modifications 
look like being too late for this summer . A 
query was made re the two new Skydarts - whether 
they were available to members on a regular basis. 
The answer, of course, is no. Frenzied discuss
ion continued and an eventual gag was applied. 
A motion was put and passed that the disposition 
of the 'Darts be at the discretion of the Comm
ittee. 

On the subject of Parachutists - there was 
some discussion of the possible amalgamation of 
Skysailor and the parachutists magazine. Per
ceived advantages included improved quality and a 
possible recruitment medium. However it was 
generally felt that among other drawbacks although 
we'd like a high quality publication, we are not 
willing to accept the possibility of the increase 
in circulation and co-ordination of an increased 
number of contributors impacting the timeliness 
of the magazine. A motion was passed condemning 
the idea, and Craig Aitken was instructed to convey 
this opinion to HGFA. 

The S.E.C. has offered to produce warning 
signs for us to put up on the sites. The matter 
was referred to the Committee. 

A late announcement was made that the Patch 
site is closed, and a vote of thanks to the retir
ing committee was passed. The AGM was closed and 
the Southern Meeting opened. 

The monthly Toilet Seat was awarded to Mike 
Cockburn for his most recent water landing, and 
the evening ended with the showing of the best 
flyi ng fil m ever made - "Dawn Fl i ght" . 

Safe Soaring, 
John Reynoldson 

P.S. Wings Whipstall will be back next month, 
he is i 11 . 



WHO IS WHO-
IN HANG GLIDING. 

AN INTERVIEW WITH GEOFF MORRISON, 

IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT OF HGFA 

HOW DID YOU FIRST GET INVOLVED, GEOFF? 

It all started years ago when I first saw 
someone being towed behind a boat up on the 
Hawkesbury River. We were skiing up there and 
saw Ray Leighton flying one of the first flat 
wing kites. My whole family was avid water 
skiers and my sons and I started to get involved 
with the towed kites too. We organized a Kite 
Club at Cliftonville in about 1965. Then the 
Kite Flying Division of th2 Water Ski Assoc. 
was started. I became President of the KFD in 
1967 and stayed on till 1973. Then after 
Frank Murray, the next President was killed in 
a towing accident, I took the job back and 
stayed on a few more years. 

YOU WERE INVOLVED IN THE VERY FORMATION OF HGFA, 
WEREN'T YOU? 

Yes, there was a meeting with the minister 
and th~ people from the Department of Transport 
and I was there representing the towing people. 
The TAHGA representatives were there too and the 
government made it clear that they wanted to have 
just one association to deal with on the federal 
level and asked us to get together to form it. 
I was the NSW Kite Director then and became a 
delegate on the HGFA executive and then became 
president in about 1978. 

YOU HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN A LOT OF THE TOvJING 
COMPETITIONS, HAVEN'T YOU?? 

Yes, I became Australian Kite Director in 
1979 but I organized every towed nationals since 
1975. 

YOU ARE STILL INVOLVED IN ORGANIZING WATER SKI 
EVENTS TOO, AREN'T YOU?? 

Yes, I been the organizer of the Bridge-to
Bridge race for a few years. We are also having 
a Day for the Disabled at the end of this month. 
I'm the Honorary Secretary of the NSW Water Ski 
Association and the Vice-President of the NSW 
Water Ski Judges Association. It keeps me busy. 

DO YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS AS RETIRING PRESIDENT 
OF HGFA? 

I've been with the sport since its 
hillbilly days. It has really changed a lot 
and I am proud to see where it has come to now. 
I feel that the sport has come of age and it is 
time for me to make room for some others to 
be involved. I'll still be happy to help if 
I can though. 
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**Geoff and his wife live in the eastern suburbs 
of Sydney. They have three children--two sons
ages 29 and 31 and a daughter, age 24. Geoff 
has his own business as a earth moving contractor. 

***The present HGFA Executive would like to 
extend our gratitude to Geoff for all his 
years of hard work and involvement in the 
sport and for his assistance to us in our 
two years together on the executive of TAHGA 
and one year as executive of HGFA. His 
experience and contacts with other sports 
has been an asset and we appreciated his 
help. Thanks, Geoff. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

Changes to the Mt. Buffalo Competitions 

The organizers have informed us that the 
name of the competition in late January has 
been changed from the Mt. Buffalo Qualifier 
to the Mt. Buffalo International. 

It is expected that some of the pilots 
who will be competing in the Illawarra 
International Invitational will come over 
a bit early and we want to be able to 
accommodate them in the comp also. 

This competition is on from 24-30 Jan. 
1981 and is open to Hang 4 pilots who have 
some cross country experience. A few of 
the top pilots from the Mt. Buffalo Classic 
held a bit early in January will fly in 
this comp along with the internationals 
to make it a bit more of an event. 

Applications for either the Classic 
(28 Dec-3 Jan) and the International 
(24-30 Jan) should be sent in before October 31. 

Send entries and relevant flying and 
competition experience to: 

Steve Ruffles 
Lot 23, Kirkwood Court 
Montrose, Victoria 3765 

For more information, phone : 03-728-2778 
after 5 p.m. 

***There are still places available in either 
competition but get your entries in soon. 
See the July issue of SkySailor for more 
information on other requirements. 



. Maybe Next Time 
I!/ PCl11 Kelley 

With the cross country qualifier over I 
could now hopefully fulfil my ambition to fly 
100 miles from Cerro Gordo in the Owens Valley. 
However trying to organize flyers and a driver 
proved quite difficult. 

Envious of Col Barry, Rob De Groot and Ian 
Jarman, who all flew over 100 miles whilst I 
was in the qualifier, I hurriedly enquired about 
rides to Cerro Gordo. Not many pilots were 
interested. In fact, most seemed to think that 
the odds of surviving a flight from there were 
less than 50/50 so I had to be content with fly
ing Gunther, day after day. 

Then one day I didn't fly. Tom Kreyche and 
Larry Tudor flew 150 miles and 158 miles, res
pectively. Both pilots launched from Gunther. 
Thus it became popular belief that this ~Ias a 
better site for distance flying. This is pro
bably true. It lessened my chances of a ride 
to Cerro Gordo even further. 

July was slowly passing me by and up to the 
15th I had flown Cerro Gordo only once in that 
month. The conditions on that flight had been 
incredibly stable and at the Haystack, 10 miles 
north of launch, I decided to head out to the 
highway to save a walk and landed at Lone Pine, 
a mere 14 miles from take off. 

July 16th, the first day of the Cerro Gordo 
cup. I was wind dummy, launching about 1 p.m . . 
At .Mazurka I could hear Moyes and Kreyche on the 
radio, still low at 11,000 ft. ASL. I was at 
14,000 ft. ASL about 5 miles behind, with Jeff 
Burnett . 

By the time I reached Westgard Pass I was 
down to.. 6,000 ft. ASL and a landing looked inev
itable. However, I flew into light lift 50-100 
ft/min up and 3600 ED in it for 12 miles, all 
the way across the Pass. I was still incredibly 
low, but it felt good to still be in the air, 
especially as I watched Larry Tudor land about 
1,500 ft. below me. 

I reached Black Mountain on the north side 
of the pass at 7,300 ft. and quickly gained 1,000 
ft. iJi ridge 1 ift. However, the south facing 
bowl I was in wasn't catching the sun, so I flew 
around to the main westerly face, only to get 
rotored badly by the south wind. I hastily 
headed for the foothills further north, but the 
thermals were small and broken up, and I couldn't 
even maintain height. I eventually landed 3 
miles short of Bishop, 62 miles from take-off. 

Steve ~10yes fl ew 137 mil es that day, whi ch 
turned out to be the winning flight of the cup. 

The weather remained stable for the next 
week and distances were generally poor. 
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On the 23rd of July the weather report 
looked reasonable with thermals predicted to 
16,500 ft. ASL and clouds over the mountains in 
the afternoon though the thermal trigger temper
ature was still high at 93° farenheit which 
wouldn't be ~ea ched until midday . Winds would 
be light below 20,000 ft. ASL and from the west 
south wes t. 

I decided to fly along with 9 Irish pilots 
so we organized a mini bus through Owens Valley 
XC Meet Organizer, Don Partridge, to take us to 
Cerro Gordo. On the way up the hill our driver 
Rick Masters threw in some sales talk to an 
Irish pilot who was going to buy my Mega III. 
Rick told him how the glider flew and bragged 
that I would outfly all the other Irishmen on 
the bus. "Guess I'd better try extra hard 
today", I remember thinking to myself. "Just 
imagine being outflown by Irishmen". 

I launched at 1.30 p.m. into a westerly at 
5 knots. Thermals were fairly light, but then 
I hooked into 400 ft/min up just to the left of 
take~ff, climbing to 15,500 ft. ASL, drifting 
about! a mile behind the ridge. I then headed 
to New York Butte, but with no tailwind this 
took over an hour. I was down to 8,000 ft. ASL 
2 miles north of the Haystack. 

A weak thermal took me back up to the Spine 
where it rapidly increased to 500 ft/min up over 
the back and over Saline Valley. Flying behind 
such large mountains was scarey but the lift was 
infinitely better there. I stayed behind the 
spine all the way to Independance.wher~ I ~tarted 
to head out in a north-westerly d1rect10n 1n
tending to round the front of Mazurka launch. 
was down to 9,000 ft ASL again and still south 
of Mazurka when I hit 400 ft/min up under newly 
forming cu's. 

I changed my plan here and stayed under the 
clouds and flew behind Mazurka, stretching my 
necessary L:D to a frightening 7:1 should I lose 
the lift and have to fly head wind out to the 
retrieval road. I was hungry for distance and 
stretched my margin for safety a little, figuring 
I could always top land on Mazurka Plateau if 
necessary. Unfortunately, due to the westerly 
airflow I drifted further east, over the mount
ains. Consequently, I had to leave the clouds 
and fly north west once more. 

I arrived at the foothills with 12,000 ft. 
ASL and caught some nice 300 ft/min up, intend
ing to drift across Westgard Pass with it, but 
it just carried me eastwards to the back of the 
pass. Reluctantly leaving lift, I pulled the 
bar in for a more northerly heading only to en
counter 400-600 ft/min down, which, after a 
minute or two, increased to a steady 800 ft/min 
down. 

The options were simple; fly west and land 
by the retrieval road or fly east to the foot
hills at the back of the pass and hopefully main
tain in ridge lift. I chose the latter and 
headed for a 250 ft. bowl about 3 miles away, 
which appeared to be facing the wind. I was 
sinking fast and just reached it, 100 ft. below 
the top. The situation looked hopeless, but I 
managed to soar here for .20 minutes with a wing 



tip just about in the bushes on each pass. I 
was wringing wet with sweat at this low altitude 
(6,700 ft. ASL) as the forecast valley temper
ature was 1050 farenheit and I was dressed for 
below freezing. I muscled around the control 
bar on every turn as I fought for every inch of 
altitude, rarely getting above the top. 

The thought of giving up and landing const
antly crossed my mind. It was 4.45 p.m., I'd 
been in the air for 31 hours, and only flown just 
over 50 miles. But, I wanted 100 miles and, 
besides, I was 7 or 8 miles from the retrieval 
road and it was probably still over 1000 faren
heit on the ground. 

I was below the hilltop, halfway through a 
turn, when the nose of my glider pitched up. I 
continued the 180 0 turn into a 3600 and stayed 
with the lift, only missing the hill by 50-60 ft. 
At 45 0 of bank on the up wind leg of the turn 
my vario read 400 ft/min up and by the time I 
entered the second 3600 it was 600 ft/min up. 
"Yahoo! got to stay with this one". The core 
was really small but after 10 minutes or so I was 
at 12,000 ft. ASL. 

Bar to the knees, I headed for Black Mount
ain, trying to make up for lost time. I 
reached the monstrous bowl on the west face of 
Black Mountain at 8,500 ft. ASL, 500 feet below 
the top and climbed to 9,000 ft. ASL in bumpy 
ri dge 1 ift. 

Level with the top I hit 600 ft/min up which 
after 2,000 ft. increased to 900 ft-1000 ft/min 
up. What a blast! But, the minutes were 
slipping by. It was 5.15 p.m. and constantly 
conscious of time I pushed out hard to climb out 
at the maximum, even though my arms felt like 
jelly. I was soon at 18,000 ft. ASL - "That will 

" do. Nah! another 500 feet". The view from here 
was amazing, but I wasn't looking for scenery, 
just distance. 

I ended up leaving the thermal at 18,700 ft. 
ASL, directly over Black Mountain and headed 
north. With my hands numb, even though I was 
wearing ski gloves, I pulled the bar in until my 
airspeed indicator read 30 mph and I flew in zero 
sink at 18,000 ft. for 10 minutes. 

I reached Gunther launch at 16,000 ft. with
out turning, a distance of 15 miles. 

Crossing Coldwater Canyon I got drilled to 
13,500 ft. ASL, but climbed to 16,000 ft. ASL 
again in 400 ft/min up over Piute. I flew on 
over White Mountain peak, encountering some tur
bulence, but the air soon mellowed out again. 
It was about 6.30 p.m. and the thermals were 
losing their punch but the buoyant valley air 
was beginning to rise, producing zero sink condit
ions. I flew to Boundary Peak and still had 
14,000 ft. ASL. It was 7.10 p.m. 

I could see Janies Ranch 8,000 ft. below and 
only a short 5 miles away, seemingly an easy 
glide. For the first time in the flight I was 
sure I had 100 miles in the bag. My confidence 
was short-lived, however, because as I left the 
end of the range a northerly wind sprang up, as 
it often does here in the evenings. With the 
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wind blowing at 15-20 knots and impossible to 
penetrate, I started sinking like a brick and 
reluctantly headed for Benton, a little town on 
the main road. I landed at 7.15 p.m. after 5 
hours 45 minutes in the air. I unclipped and 
lay exhausted under my glider. 

I had flown a straiQht line distance of 95 
miles, made an altitude gain of 12,000 ~and, 
most importantly, beaten all the Irishmen! I 
couldn't be unhappy but that magic 100 miles had 
again eluded me. 

Still maybe next time! 

skyscxring ildustries 
PO Box 103, Thrroul 2515 

VARIOMETERS -- __ 
Hummingbird •. •...•............•... $170 
Ball 620H, small audio vario ......... $260 
Ball 631, audio vario 

& di gi tala ltimeteri •.. ; $440 
ALTIMETERS . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .• $115 

Thommen 2000-26 
Wrist strap extra, $7.00 

WIND METERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• $30 
Hall windmeters with brackets 

PARACHUTES . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $400 
with double container bag 
Advanced Air Sports 
20 Kevlar lines 
20 ft. canopy, 1 oz. cloth 
weighs 4 lbs, super compact 

phon, Sfw, K WlntKd (04~l 

611794 



BHGA Accident Survey - 1980 
Compiled by Diane Hanlon, BHGA Accident 
Coordinator (Reprinted from Wings, August, 
1981, pp.18-20) 

BHGA Accident Summary for 1980. 
January 1st - December 31st there were 72 
reported accidents. 

No. Primary Cause: 
33 Stalls, of which 7 D/wind. 

5 Turbulent or gust induced. 
5 Prone Conversion. 

7 Pilots flying into obstacles, e.g. cars or 
walls 

5 Incorrect Tuning. 
5 Airframe or rigging errors. 
4 Flying into Power Lines. 
3 Mid air Failures. 1 due to adverse weather 

conditions. 2 due to tuning and weather 
conditions. 

3 Involuntary Parachute Deployments . 
3 Ground Loops. 
2 Mid Air Collisions, 1 of these with a model 

aircraft. 
2 Tow Gliding. 
1 Water Landing. (3 others unreported). 

30 of these pilots were inexperienced. (2 years 
flying or under). 

23 of these accidents occurred in gusty or tur
bulent conditions . 

Primary Causes of these Accidents 

Stall s 
a. It's a well known fact that with insufficient 
airspeed we just fall to the ground, often with 
grave consequences. It is important for exper
ienced pilots on the hill to be able to recognise 
other pilots who tend to fly too slow and warn 
them of the dangers, (we very often don't recog
nise our own failings). Safety Officers could 
advise experienced pilots and Observers of this 
responsibility. 

b. Prone Conversion: The pi l ot must concentrate 
on flying the hang-glider before getting into the 
stirrup. You can fly without a stirrup but you 
won't fly without airspeed. 

Obstacles 
- I have seen pilots take-off and lock onto an 

obstacle regardless of an otherwise clear landing 
area. Other pilots choose an obstructed landing 
area to save themselves a walk. Pilots should 
know and plan their landings and choose the 
largest clear area available. When faced with 
the mistake of a fast approaching obstacle, the 
pilot should pull on speed and convert it to 
height in order to clear the obstacle, not for
getting to ease the bar in after to prevent a 
sta 11 . 

Tuning 
don't need to stress the importance of 

correct tuning especially with the older hang
gl ider. 
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Airframe and Rigging Errors 

Bent leading edges, tanged-in rigging wires, 
near sheared bolts, sleeved uprights on an 'A' 
f~ame (whi ch contri buted to the injury). One 
t1P strut on the Electra Cirus 5 was fixed on 
top of the leading edge on one wing and under the 
leading edge on the other wing. They should 
both be rigged under the leading edges. 

Regular servicing and thorough Pre-Flight 
checks could have prevented these accidents. 

All Safety-Pins should be attached to the 
hang-glider by a cord or wire in order for the 
pilot to see if it's been inserted. One pilot 
rigged his Gryphon and almost took-off before 
~ein~ reminded that the 'A' frame safety-pin was 
1n h1S pocket where he ' d put it earlier. 

Power Lines 

All pilots should have knowledge of the area 
in which they fly, if at a strange site they 
should seek advice from the local flyers before 
they take-off. It is al so up to the local 
flyers to make the danger areas known to visiting 
flyers. 

Involuntary Parachute Deployment 

All pilots must be aware of the danger of 
incorrect positioning of instruments on the 'A' 
frame. This boils down to common sense. 

Parachutes must be repacked at least every 
three months. 

Mid Air Failures 

The first was caused by adverse weather 
conditions alone: gusting 5mph-20mph. The other 
two were caused by adverse weather conditions and 
inco~rect.tuning. All three hang gliders entered 
luff1ng d1ves before tucking at which point the 
airframe failed. 

Mid Air Collisions 

This collision stresses the need for circuits to 
be flown on busy days. All Safety Officers should 
advocate circuits to experienced pilots, and 
educate n~wco~ers on ~he :idge to the necessity 
and pract1cal1ty of C1rcu1ts to avoid this type 
of accident. 

Model aircraft and hang gliders should be able to 
mix amicably, as they do in many parts of the 
country. Where there is a problem I recommend 
that neither hang glider pilot or'aero modeller 
novices use the ridge. 

loJater Landi ngs 

These are not recommended for obvious reasons. 



Recommendations from the ACCIDENTS discussion 
meeting at this year's BHGA AGM. 

1. Clubs should encourage the "ADOPT A NOVICE" 
scheme. Experienced pilots should keep an eye on 
beginners ideally on a one to one basis and help 
them gain experience safely. 

2. On busy days pilots should agree on the pattern 
for take-off, flying and landing. A safety 
officer or site marshall could accept responsibility 
for organising this. 

3. A universally recognised signal that the surface 
wind direction has changed is required. Wind 
direction should be indicated by two colourful 
kite hags spread on the ground to form the 
1 etter "T". Pil ots shou1 d fly up the "T" to 
land into the wind. 

4. If an impact is inevitable pilots are advised 
to let one wing hit first. Records show that 
"one-wing-first" accidents usually result only in 
minor injuries even if the kite cartwheels. 

5. To minimise injuries to arms, wrists and 
thumbs, pilots are advised to grip one upright 
with both hands immediately before impact. 

6. A campaign is necessary to make members more 
aware of the accident reporting system, to make 
more detailed and accurate information 
available for analysis. 

Why have an accident yourself when you can learn 
from the mistakes of others? 

7. If the kite won't rig easily, for example, 
an overcentre tensioner won't engage smoothly, 
check the rigging again, something is wrong. 

8. Communicate with other users of the hill: 
If aeromode11ers are there talk to them and 
(among other things)arrange not to have 
inexperienced radio controllers operating at the 
same time as Novices. 

COMMUNICATE: If a pilot consistently flies too 
slow, tell him so. He may think 
he still has plenty of speed to 
spare. 

Editor {s Comment; 

Above all, if an impact is inevitable, drop out 
o f prone. Better a broken leg or two than a 
broken head. 

Clear ly the experiences of BHGA pilots can teach 
us a great deal when it comes to accidents. We 
have reprinted this Accident Survey Report so 
that you can learn from their experiences 
rather than your own. Please take particular 
note of the primary causes which have been 
identifi'ed, in preparation for the summer 
flyin g season coming up. 

"WHY HAVE AN ACCIDENT YOURSELF WHEN YOU CAN 
LEARN FROM THE MISTAKES OF OTHERS?" 
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Instructor Certification Proc)'am 

If you are interested in doing an Instructor 
Certification course to fulfil or anticipate .fu1-
filling the HGFA requirements (July Skysai10r) 
early application will guarantee you a place as 
well as helping me to draw up a seminar schedule. 
The information required is:-

NAME, HGFA NO., ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER. 

Upon receipt of this data an applica~ion form 
will be forwarded along with seminar date~ and 
venues. Final date for preliminary registration 
is Friday, October 2. Seminars will be held in 
all states where enough applications are received. 

The N.S.W. Seminar has been scheduled for the 
weekend 0~25 October. A first aid course has 
been scheduled for 22/23 October . Completion of 
the first aid course is required by the Instructor 
Certification programme. The first aid course 
will include discussion of injuries related to 
hang gliding. A minimum of 20 applicants is 
required for the first aid course. 

HGFA has agreed to meet half the cost of the 
first aid seminar. A small fee will be charged 
to offset the cost of the Instructor's Manual. 
All pilots wishing to attend the N.S.W. Instruct
or's Seminar or the first aid course should con
tact: 

Ian Jarman 
National Coaching Co-ordinator 
499 Crown Street 
Surry Hills, NSW, 2010. 
Phone (02)698-8584 

by Friday, 25 September, 1981. A fee of $20.00 
will be charged for the 4 day seminar programme. 

NSWHGA SEMINAR: 

Thursday, 1 October 1981 

7.30pm 

Sports House 
Gloucester Street 
SYDNEY 

Dr Roger Badham 

talking on 

Thermal s 
Cloud Streets 

Wi nd Structure 

Refreshments and lots of interesting 
conversation afterwards. 



Queensland News 

The fly-A-thon for the Guide Dogs for the 
Blind Association was an outstanding success with 
over 50 pilots participating in this fund raising 
exercise. I would like to extend my sincere 
thanks to the Byron Bay Sky Surfing Assoc. and 
the Nobby Area Sky Surfing Assoc. for their over
whelming support. The final count of monies 
collected from sponsorship and from the individ
ual pilots came to $350.00 which was presented to 
Barry r~urphy, representative of the Guide Dogs 
for the Blind Assoc. Publicity for the fly-A
thon was very commendable both from the Channel 7 
news and the Queensland Times newspaper, which 
did a considerable amount to uplift our image to 
the public. 

The North Qld. Championships are drawing 
near for anyone planning to compete. All the 
organisation and planning has been finalised. It 
should prove to be a very exciting competition 
with prize money exceeding $600.00, plus beauti
ful trophies for the first 3 places. Ron Draper 
and Graeme Etherton are the compo organisers who 
will delegate other officials to assist in runn
ing this compo as safely as possible. 

The September seminar will be on first aid, 
presented by a I>ledi ca 1 Offi cer from the 1 oca 1 
R.A.A.F. Base. I hope to see an impressive 
roll up. It will be held on the last ~londay 
of the month starting at 7.30 p.m. at the Royal 
r,lail Hotel, Goodna. Stan Roy will be there 
with all his Hang Gliding wares, so if you 
require any equipment I'm sure Stan will be 
able to help you out. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: 

Your State Co-ordinator 
Q.H.G.A. 
Graham Pukallus 

INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATION PROGRAMME 

Anyone interested in attending the Instructors 
Certification Course please send your name and 
address and your 'phone number to Graham 
Pukallus, as soon as possible. 

Graham Puka 11 us 
9 Cardwell Street 
REDBANK PLAINS 
QUEENSLAND 4301 

'Phone: (07) 201 3453 
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PUBLIC RELATIONS THAT COUNTS: 

Nobby Area Sky Surfing Association president 
David Oxley, left, watches as the Queensland 
Hang Gliding Association co-ordinator Graham 
Pukallus presents a cheque for the proceeds 
of a flyathon to Guide Dogs for the Blind 
Associ ati on representati ve Barry ~iurphy and 
his dog Russ. The association raised $350 
in the flyathon which was held at Mt.Tamborine 
on August 1 and 2. 



NOBBY NOTES 

The flying by the local flyers has been 
somewhat disappointing in the past few months 
as it always is at this time every winter. 
September usually promises to be the start of 
the new summer season, so we are all crossing 
our fingers and wishing for the winter weather 
to finish early. 

The previous monthly barbecue turned out 
to be a raging success, especially for the 
womenfolk who enjoyed the spit roasted lamb and 
the general get together that the wives don't 
normally enjoy on the hill. We have planned 
a seafood night at Hank Van Raalte's residence . 
The date will be at the next meeting when we will 
ask for further suggestions from our female 
committee member Heather McAllen. 

The anti-slip gloves and the streamlined 
instrument cowlings have proved to be a great 
success with a large number of orders being 
placed from allover Australia, so we hope 
everyone is satisfied with our products. The 
club recently acquired two additional cross 
country plaques which look great on the wall 
of the thermal lounge at the club's local pub. 
I~e anti ci pa te a growi ng number of cross countri es 
as the experience within the club grows, espec
ially with the height clearance at Rossins Look
out. 

A massive P.R. exercise has been planned 
for the Channel 7 Current Affairs programme and 
Fiona's Saturday show on the 26th-27th September 
at Rainbow Beach, where there will be a club 
fly-in, so we hope to see all our members to 
assist in making this event something to be 
proud of. 

Secretary - Nobby Area Sky Surfing Assoc. 
Graham Pukallus 

... MY SKY FLYS BY ... 

Ely Chris Pacey, 
N.S.H. 

Balanced with the unseen. 
Cool it! It's a dream. 
St1 I I, its an unrlerstandino dream, 
~lith a felt theme. -
I write by thi s 1 i ght, 
When I'm in flight. 
I look. tor my right, 
1 k.now how things go wrong. 
Cool it! It's still a dream, 
Still unseen. 
I smell it well , 
I can tell, 
I hear someone fell. 
I fly in the sky, 
My sky flys by. 
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HANG GLIDING 
ACCESSORIES 
D.O.T. approved (No. 2235) Parachute harness 

and canopy manufacturers 

The Back-up Chute 
complete $320.00 

Deluxe Prone Harness 
$79.00 

Stirrup $8.50 

Altimeter 
$78.00 

Hummingbird Vario 
$171.00 

Summer Harness 
$81.00 

C&D H/G Helmet 
$46.00 

Kite Bag 
$52.00 

*If it's not listed ask us. 

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIArn: 
68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010 

Tel. (02) 211·5555 



Moyes wins 5th World Cup Title 

at Cypress Gardens 

Chances are, there may not be a World Cup Delta 
Glider Championship held next year. 

In the event there isn't a ninth annual tourna
ment, Steve Moyes laid claim to his fifth title, 
one he never may have to defend again. 

Moyes led thr~ughout the preliminary rounds 
during the week which eliminated 38 of the 
world's top tow pilots and narrowed the 
field down to the top 10. 

In the seven rounds flown in Sunday's finals, 
Moyes seized command after . the third round and 
never relinquished it. 

Moyes combined longer air time to perform a 
maximum number of manoeuvres with accurate 
landing on the small target anchored to the 
bottom of Lake Eloise. 

"There are small pockets of 1 i ft, and if you 
can keep finding them, you'll stay in the air 
longer," Moyes said after accepting the 
championship plaque. 

While many pilots either concentrate on air 
time and manoeuvres or the target landing that 
culminates each task, t40yes has the ability 
to take care of both aspects at the same time. 

"You've got to set up your target from half way 
down and you have to manoeuvre your tasks into 
a comfortable pos iti on to set up the 1 andi ng," 
he said. 

Pilots flew two roll tasks to start off the 
finals, then flew two pylon tasks and two free 
manoeuvre flights before the seventh and final 
flight, another roll task. 

One-time champion Dug Lawton took the lead early 
in the day, placing first in the initial flight 
of the finals. Moyes tied Lawton in the average 
Olympic score system, but took the lead in the 
third round with a first-place finish in the 
task. 

Going into the final flight, Moyes held a 50-43.4 
lead over Lawton, meaning Lawton would have to 
place first or second while Moyes had to finish 
in last place to lose his lead and the title. 

"He can just fly over and pi ck up hi s cheque 
on the way by," said one offi ci a 1 before he 
was launched from the shore. 

But he didn't do that. After manoeuvring 13 
rolls, he made a bonus bullseye landing by 
planting his feet through the centre of the 
orange inner tube. The landing was worth 115 
points in the round, helping Moyes to a third 
place finish in the task. 

Moyes ended up with a 59-49.8 advantage over 
Lawton with Mark Voisard of Cypress Gardens 
finishing third with 29.4 points. 
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"If we are going to retire this thing ~or a w~ile, 
I can't think of any better way then wlth a flve
time champion," said head official Stew McDonald. 

Moyes, while holding his champion~hip plaque, 
expressed his sorrow for the closlng of the event. 
"I'm reall y sorry to hear this will be the last 
World Cup here at Cypress Gardens beacuse we've 
been coming here for the last eight years and 
have really enjoyed it," Moyes said. 

Voisard surprised himself with his third-place 
finish. The Cypress Gardens skier has suffered 
a series of injuries over the summer that have 
kept him from flying for two weeks and ca~sed 
him more difficulty during his only practlce 
fl i ght. 

"I hadn't practiced for this tournament at all ," 
he said. "I took one practice flight earlier 
and I hurt my leg again, so I quit after that. 

"Since I haven't practiced much, I was a little 
surprised. I tired to stay close to the target. 
But I wish I had gotten a little closer on that 
last flight." 

Rounding out the top 10 were Roland Alexander 
in fourth, Ronnie Elrod, David Ledford, Mike 
Wagner, Gary Davis, Easy Voorhees and Rene 
Brunel. 

During the seventh flight, Alexander lost control 
of his glider while approaching the target and 
headed for the beach. He managed to work his 
way into a small opening between several parked 
gliders, spectators and a television camera. 
As a result, he lost his entire flight score. 

t·10yes sai d the loss of the \~orl d Cup tournament 
will leave a gap in next year's schedule. "This 
tournament is the best and the funnest," he said. 
"I'm just hoping thereJ;s something we can do to 
save it." 

Steve Moyes won the first World Cup back in 1974. 
He may have jost won the last one. 

FROM our roving Reporter in Cypress Gardens. 

S.H.S.C. 

MEETS AT BELLS HOTEL 
MORAY ST, SOUTH MELBOURNE. 





ACT 
Hang gliding 

Association 

(RENAl SSANCE) 

It's five years since this newsletter began 
and I don't know how long it has been since the 
last issue rolled off the photocopier. To 
quote the first couple of lines of that very 
first issue, "As thfs newsletter progresses it 
will become self evident that it is our first .. ". 
The writer of that quote was .obviously more 
literate than I. Looking at my opening line, 
it sounds as though I've taken a long time to 
get as far as 'Dear Member'. 

For those more recent members who are not 
familiar with the club and its committee I 
list below our office bearers: 

PRESIDENT Jeff Cotter 314794 (ah) 
652060 (bh) 

SECRETARY Peter Cursley 461875 (bh) 

TREASURER Tim Webb 365123 (ah) 

LIBRARIAN John Hayman 316292 (ah) 

H.G.F.A. REP. Max Stonham 486870 (ah) 

COt1MITTEE Bi 11 Koorneef 821486 (ah) 
Richard Dann 413050 (ah) 

I was flipping through an old scrap book of 
mine which is filled with past newspaper clipp
ings. Some of the headlines I read were:-

"OUR DARLING YOUNG f.1EN MEET DEATH", 
Daily Mirror 27/7/76 
"DAREDEVIL KITE BOY PLUNGES TO DEATH IN STUNT 
DISPLAY", Telegraph 25/1/77 
"HANG GLIDER PILOTS 'PLAY GOD & DIE"', 
Canberra Times 13/10/79 
"SOBBING SWEETHEART SEES GLIDER MAN DIE", 
Daily Mirror 30/8/76 
"FLYER'S 200m DEATH PLUNGE", 
Sydney Sun 12/4/79 
"GLIDER DEATH, 'HE WAVED AND FELL''', 
Sydney Sun 29/3/79 

I became angry when I read this 'sensational
ism' and thought of retaliation. So for all 
those budding reporters who are responsible for 
those headlines:-

"~JE CAN LIFT OURSELVES OUT OF IGNORANCE, WE 
CAN FIND OURSELVES AS CREATURES OF EXCELL
ENCE AND INTELLIGENCE AND SKILL, WE CAN BE 
FREE, WE CAN LEARN TO FLY.", 
Jonathon Livingston Seagull, 
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and 

'FOR ONCE YOU HAVE TASTED FLIGHT YOU WILL 
TALK THE EARTH HITH EYES TURNED SKYHARD, 
FOR THERE YOU HAVE BEEN AND THERE YOU 
HILL LONG TO RETURN.' 
Leonardo da Vinci. 

Monthly Meeting 6th August 1981 

As all of you know by now, there is defin
itely NO FLYING in controlled airspace until 
further notice. Negotiations with Transport 
Australia are progressing with regard to con
cessions against ANO 95.8 and it is hoped that 
Transport Australia will allow us continued use 
of our flying sites. If the above makes little 
or no sense to you then you haven't been attend
ing our monthly meetings. 

Hith summer and, therefore, the flyi ng 
season looming up, it is important that we all 
know the latest outcome with Transport Australia. 
The easiest way to do that is to come to monthly 
meetings. 

It was decided at the last meeting that dur
ing winter our meetings would begin at 7 p.m., 
an hour earlier than has been the case. This 
will revert back to 8 p.m. when daylight saving 
begins. 

Our next meetings are: 

September 3rd 
October 1 st 
November 5th 

If you have a calendar near you will notice 
that the meeting is held on the first Thursday 
of the month. The place - Royals Rugby Club 
in Liardet Street, Weston. 

Rules of the Air 

Have you ever wondered what would happen if 
you were flying around, just minding your own 
business and you suddenly come face to face with 
another face, attached to another body which in 
turn is attached to another glider?? Another. 
fitting example occurs when two people meet on a 
footpath, sidestep and end up bumping into each 
other. Now, if these two people were attached 
to a hang glider this might prove to be a diffi
cult situation. Therefore, someone has relieved 
us of all the responsibility and strain of thought 
and has constructed a list of do's anciAon'ts 
when flying with others. They have named them 
simRly the 'RULES OF THE AIR'. They are act
ually the FAI right-of-way rules (slightly edited). 
HERE GOES! - . 

(A) IN DISTRESS 
An aircraft in distress has right of way 
over all other air traffic . 

(B) CONVERGING 
When aircraft of the same category are 
converging at approximately the same 
altitude (except head-on, or near so) the 
aircraft to the other's right has the 
right of way. . 
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Bothgliders ~ @] Situation-

ill] n.."'w~."." TI 
head-cninridQe liftald 
arelndongerofcollision. 

Remedy-
• wingtotheslcperosR 

The Rules 
of 

The Air 

Situation-
The higher glideris 
ClIXlIOOChing the lower 
glider. 

Remedy-
The higher glider must 
give way. 
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i 
Situation-

One glider is approoc . Y1 the other from his right 

{5 Remedy-~ He mustgiveway to his 
right. 

i Situation-
Both gliders approaching ~ head~on an:! indcroger 01 

~ Remedy~11SIOI1 
Both gliders must diwrge 
to~r' t. 

i 
Situation-

~ 
The bster glider is 

[5 approo:hi'lgthe other. 

C!J Remedyn,. bstw(or~ingl 
glidtr trUSt giw way. 



(C) APPROACHING HEAD-ON 
When two aircraft are approaching each 
other head-on or nearly so, each pilot of 
each aircraft shall alter course to the 
ri ght. 

(D) OVERTAKING 

Each aircraft that is being overtaken has 
the right of way and each pilot of the 
overtaking aircraft shall alter course 
to the right (contra ry to Rules of Ridge). 

(E) LANDING' 
Aircraft, while on final approach to land 
or whil e 1 andi ng, have the ri ght of 'flay 
over other aircraft in the air or operating 
on the surface. When two or more aircraft 
are approaching a landing area for the 
purpose of landing, the aircraft at the 
lower altitude has the right of way, but 
it shall not take advantage of this rule 
to cut in front of another which is on the 
final approach to land or overtake that 
aircraft. 

Rules of the Ridge 

(1) Make all reversing turns away from the 
ridge, i.e. into the wind, a downward turn 
towards . the slope is liable to force the 
kite into the hill. 

(2) Never fly directly above or beneath another 
glider; the pilot below cannot see the 
upper glider and may rise up into it. 

(3) Gliders approaching each other head-on 
diverge to the right. 

.(4) An overtaking glider passes between the 
slope and the overtaken craft, with the slope 
on the left. This means passing on the 
left, contrary to the rules of general 
aviation. This is a necessary deviation 
from the norm to avoid having the overtaken 
glider turning in front of the other. 

Hell, that's them. They seem to be all 
based on common sense and although I often have 
doubts, I am sure that all pilots have some sort 
of brain. Remember them, they may prevent a 
nasty accident . 

A Summary of Submission to Transport Australia 

Application for concession against ANO 95.8. 
Our request is in respect to the following sites: 

Wi 11 iamsdal e 
Mount Spring 
Gira1ang 
Pig Hill 
Tidbinbi11a 
Lake George 

Details of all these sites were compiled 
pointing out each one's particular benefit to 
safe flying within the A.C.T. More emphasis 
and detail was put into our best site, Lake 
George. 
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When flying at sites, the following was 
proposed: 

(1) The briefing office at Canberra Airport 
will be notified on each day; 

(2) Serviceable altimeter to be carried when 
flying; 

(3) For flying at Lake George, (a) direct 
communication to be maintained with the 
Canberra Tower by way of two-way radio, 
(b) ground signalling marker at take-off 
to communicate with flyers above the take
off area, (c) all hang gliders crossing 
Geary's Gap to carry CB radios for recall 
purposes. 

The five page submission was accompanied 
by photos of sites, Visual Terminal Chart and 
an A.C.T. contour map. 

He live in hope. 

Something to Remember 

Given the fact that we are grounded in 
controlled air space, pending Transport Austral
ia's decisions and that Brindabella's Hill 80 
is snowed in, you may want to go out and look 
for new sites. If so, keep the following in 
mind: 

(a) Don't 'fJaltz onto property as though you 
own it; get the land holder's permission; 
after all, you wouldn't want him ploughing 
up your backyard without asking. 

(b) When approaching the farmer, you don't 
have to over-do the friendliness; just be 
natural and let him know exactly what is 
involved. 

(c) leave all gates as you find them, but if 
common sense says an open gate should be 
shut (i.e. paddock is full of horses with 
a gate opened onto a road), let the farmer 
know . 

(d) Don't litter . 

(e) Don't light fires. Be particularly 
careful in bushfire seasons; smokers be 
even more particular . Don't drive or 
park in long, dry grass - car exhausts 
can start fires. 

(f) No pets. 

(g) Leave stock alone. Stay well clear of 
horses and lambing ewes. 

(h) In wet weather don't drive off the track. 
If there is anything that will turn a 
farmer off hang glider pilots, it's when 
he has to get on his tractor on one of his 
rare days off to pull some twit out of the 
mud. 

(i) You are responsible for spectators and/or 
your friends. 



Gossip Column 

A fel'l people turned up to Bill Koorneef's 
place the other night for a silk scree~ing ~-shirt 
session. It would have been a good nlght lf 
Bill was home. Never mind, he was probably 
still out celebrating his Hang 4. 

Thanks to Max Stonham, the club now has its 
very own stationery with its very own letterhead 
across the top; or it did before I started to 
type. 

Jeff Cotter and Bret Freebody also deserve 
thanks for their effort with the Transport Aus
tralia submission. Thanks also to Jeff's wife 
Debbie for her typing skills. Let's hope it's 
not all in vain. 

John Duffy is on the lookout for a 'reason
ably priced' kite to fly. If anyone has a 
Wings Condor or similar, and is willing to drop 
their price, John will probably be interested. 
You can contact him at Honest John's Mazda Sales. 

Hissing Persons 

Be on the lookout for the underlisted: 

John Chapman 
Ross Glare 
Dave Morel 

Glen Clark 
Mark Clayton 
John Fisher 

Last seen at a club meeting about eight 
months ago. 

If after reading this rubbish you feel 
inspired to do better or just wish to complain 
to the editor of Skysailor for publishing such 
twodlem, why not put pen to paper? Please send 
such works of art to me and I will include them 
in the A.C.T. News section of SKYSAILOR. 

Next issue of the A.C.T. section of Skysailor 
will contain ..... 

1. An article on CB radios and how to fit a 
head-set to your helmet ... by Bill 
Koorneef 

2. ' Acc i dent Prone', coveri ng the 'bewa res' in 
the change from hang to prone ... by Peter 
Cursley 

3. 'The Sky's the Limit', a few helpful words 
for the person who is interested to try 
thermaling ... by Paul Van Hof 

4. 'Gossip Column' 
5. And heaps more. 

Peter Cursley 
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Scared? 
You should be ... 

if your chute fabric 
- like Ugly's sheet -

is not certified! 
It could let you down 

when you least expect it. 
We only use certified 
F111 material in our 

back-up chutes. 
Ask for our test certificate. 

(Ugly just didn't think 
it mattered!) 

BACK-UP CHUTE 
complete ... $320 

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIAm: 
68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010 

Tel. (02) 211·5555 



A Foot Launched Lightweight 

(Reprinted from Australian Gliding, August, 1981, 
pp. 42-43) 

There is a growing interest in many countr
ies in a small, lightweight, self-launchable 
glider that combines the best features of a con
ventional glider and a hang glider. 

The ULF1, designed in West Germany by 
Dieter Reich, has received a Certificate of Air
I>lorthi ness from the German Luftfahrt-Bundesamt 
(civil aviation authority) after extensive 
design checking and test flying. 

Constructional plans in English are avail
able at a cost of about $140. The plans com
prise 30 blueprints and are accompanied by 32 
photographs, a constructional manual and a 
flight and operational manual. 

Cost of materials is estimated to be about 
$1000 and building time is quoted as "about 800 
man-hours". 

The ULFl made its first public appearance 
in August 1978 at the 3rd International Hang 
Glider Meeting at the ~asserkuppe, Germany, where 
it demonstrated its superior performance in com
parison with other leg-launched gliders. 

Since then, the builder, Heiner Neumann, has 
carried out a lot of flying and several other 
pilots have also tried it. To the end of March 
this year it had completed 85 flights for more 
than 40 hours of flying, all starting with leg
launches. The best flight was 2 hours, during 
which it was taken to 4000 feet above the take
off point. 

The ULFl was designed for soaring on slopes 
and in light thermal conditions. It has normal 
three-axis controls. Though designed primarily 
for foot launching from hilltops, it can also be 
car-towed. 

The glider is better suited to pilots of 
conventional gliders than pilots of hang gliders. 
The designer recom~ends that pilots should have 
achieved solo standard in conventional gliders 
before flying the ULF1. 
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Construction 

The basic construction of the glider is 
spruce, birch plywood and balsa wood. The air-
frame is fabric covered. Fibreglass cloth, 
aluminium sheet and steel sheet are also used. 

The two-piece wing is cantilever with a 
single wooden spar, wooden ribs and plywood nose. 
Wing section is Wortmann FX63-l37, 18% thickness 
at the root, 15% at the tip. 

The fuselage comprises a wooden frame of 
triangular cross section, covered with fabric. 
The cantilever ta i l unit also is a wooden frame 
with fabric covering. 

Wingspan is 10.4 m, root chord 1.53 m, tip 
chord 1.07 m, aspect ratio 8, wing area 13.4 sq. 
m, empty weight 46 kg, max. take-off weight 136 
kg, wing loading 10 kg/sq. m and load factor 6g 
positive and 4g negative. 

Best glide ratio is l6,min. sink 0.8 mis, 
min. speed 32 km/h and max. speed 70 km/h. 

For launching, the pilot's legs extend below 
the fuselage and allow him to lift the aircraft 
from the ground, run forward a few steps and gain 
enough speed to provide lift. After take-off, 
the pilot swings his legs into the fuselage, 
places his feet on the rudder pedals, and flies 
in the same manner as a conventional glider. 

Landings are made on a simple wooden skid 
beneath the fuselage. 

Good handling 

The ULFl is reported to handle well in the 
air. In smooth air the nose drops quickly when 
the wing is stalled and loss of height is said 
to be minimal. In turbulent conditions there 
is a possibility of a wing dropping but recovery 
is easy with the use of opposite rudder. The 
loss of height is about 10 metres. 

Transport is easy as the glider dismantles 
into the fuselage, two wings and horizontal tail, 
which can be carried easily on a small trailer. 
The light weight of the various components make 
rigging and de-rigging easy. 

It is claimed that the glider can be removed 
from its trailer and assembled in six minutes . 

An information pack on the ULFl can be ob
tained by sending a bank cheque or international 
money order for $2 to Dieter Reich, Fichtenstr. 7, 
0-8077 Riechertshofen, West Germany. 



A Sexshun fer yooz wot is learnin 

This page is for those of us still trying 
to improve our flying skills (and thus ultim
ately discover the true meaning of life) by 
providing a place for you to write in with any 
particular problem or story (mainly related to 
h.g.) which \~ill be discussed by our very learned 
panel of experts (me) and printed with reply so 
that others may also gain from your experience. 

I hope this column will put an end to the 
apparent top heavy nature of Skysailor but only 
you the learner (even if you are H4-H5) will 
ensure its continuation by providing me with 
appropriate feedback and material ....... see 
you on the dunes kiddies! 

~lax Hyte 

Dear Max letters should be addressed to: 

Dear Max, 
Box 4, 
Holme Building, 
Sydney University, 
N.S.W. 2006. 

AFTER THE SANDHILLS TURN RIGHT AND HEAD NORTH ... 

It has been a problem for too many years 
(I'd like five bucks for every time I've heard 
"where do I go after the sandhi 11 s?") and be
ginner/novice pilots find it extremely difficult 
to make the transition from sandhills to soaring 
at a safe rate due to the lack of suitable sites 
and assistance. 

Unfortunately, the solution requires driving 
out of the city for at least l! hours to escape the 

. urban sprawl and to find usable slopes. C1oud
base has been running 2 day courses designed to 
prepare the beginner/novice for soaring and thus 
fill the long existant void. The last two of 
these courses were held in the Pacific Palms/Seal 
Rocks area, where there are a variety of suitable 
sites. Winter weather restricted flying a bit 
but those attending were treated to a couple of 
magic days at Dick's farm and experienced some 
light thermal activity. For many, the predomin
antly calm conditions could not have been more 
ideal as they relaxed into their first high 
glides. Getting used to higher altitude is an 
important step towards soaring and a few pilots 
like David Lovett and Boyd Lancashire flew out 
through some mild convergence lift, ending up 
with enough altitude to practice 180's and 360's 
over the valley before setting up an approach for 
the landing zone. Mostly the target proved 
elusive although Carole Walter and Dave Allen 
(not THAT Dave Allen) handled the mid-day bumps 
well enough to come up pretty close (are you sure 
you got your foot on it Carole?). John Foley 
thought it was all a bit mundane and decided to 
go cross-country and proceeded to 360 across the 
creek and off into the distance. Angie wasn't 
at all impressed when she had to help carry his 
gear back. Brad Fuller (yet another coal miner) 
managed to find the ~reek irresistable while Jim 
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(the Greek streak) Omeros set a new top to bottom 
record, while seeing if his air speed indicator 
really worked. 

The standard of launch showed by the group 
in the nil wind/thermic conditions would put a 
lot of H-IV's to shame, indicating that this step 
in the learning process is probably more important 
than being overly concerned with actually soaring. 

By the time this goes to print the September 
course will probably be booked out BUT Cloudbase 
are offering a more advanced trip over the October 
long weekend (3rd, 4th, 5th). Designed as a 
thermalling course, the weekend will culminate 
with a loose competition, with the possibility of 
some short X-C tasks. It is planned to hold the 
course in the ~lacksville area on the Mid-North 
Coast and it will be basically restricted to H
IlI's and H-IV's interested in getting into ther
malling. Associated theory will be dealt with 
during the weekend providing an excellent oppor
tunity to upgrade your rating. 

For information and reservations contact 
CLOUDBASE on (02)6988584. 

Max Hyte 



USHGA Accident Report - 1980 
(Reprinted from Hang Gliding, April, 1981.) 

Now that 1980 has drawn to a close, we can 
look back and see the many advances in glider 
design, as well as the rapid growth ·of the power 
movement. Al~ng with this observation, we also 
discover new ways to injure ourselves, and con
tinue to practice the old ways. 

The statistics are somewhat difficult to 
report, as there are many variables, making it 
difficult to offer a meaningful, coherent pre
sentation. Regardless, we will do the best we 
can. It should be re-emphasized that we are 
not duplicating or replacing the tremendous 
efforts of R.V. Wills, who will continue his 
reports and analyses of fatalities. 

In preparing this report, I have made sever
al arbitrary decisions . Free flying, power, 
tandem and tow will be analyzed separately. I 
will confine my analysis and remarks to the 
United States. The analysis will include the 
combination of fatal and non-fatal accidents, 
primarily because it is my opinion that a mis
take, error in judgment, structural failure, etc., 
is precisely the same whether the accident is 
fa ta 1 or not. 

,,' There were thirty-two deaths of which I have 
records - 18 free flying, 12 power, 1 tandem and 
1 tow. I think we are collecting the majority 
of deaths and I think each year we do a better 
job in this category, although some reports are 
distressingly late in arriving. We are well 
aware that we are receiving only a small fraction 
of the accident reports, but I feel analysis of 
what we have is better than no information at all. 
Obviously, the more data we have from you flyers, 
the more meaningful our analysis will become. 

There were eighty-five accident reports in
volving free flying, with 18 deaths. There 
appears to be no glider or site preponderance. 
The results are categorized in Table 1. 

Pre-Flight: Pilots appear to be doing a 
good job of pre-flighting. We have only one 
report of an accident resulting from an inade
quate pre-flight. Although this is one too 
many, I am pleased that pilots are looking over 
their gliders carefully before launching. 

Failure to Hook In: Only three reports 
were filed of pilots who failed to hook in, but 
rumor and word of mouth convinced me there were 
many more. Two of the three reported accidents 
resulted in deaths; both pilots held on, tired 
and fell. One deployed his parachute at ter
minal velocity with resultant harness failure. 
Current hang gliding harnesses are not strong 
enough to withstand the opening shock of terminal 
velocity free fall. 
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Always be sure to hook in and always do a 
hang check with some other pilot holding the nose 
of your glider. If you unhook for any reason, 
make sure to repeat the entire process. Just 
before the first step of your takeoff run, lift 
the qlider and make certain that the straps 

become tight when you do so. If you begin your 
run and find that you are unhooked, 99 times out 
of 100 it is best to release the kite and drop 
immediately. Rarely is this impossible, and 
it would be necessary to fly straight away from 
the hill and, as soon as possible, before your 
strength is sapped, try to climb into the control 
bar . Practice it beforehand, with the control 
bar hanging from a garage or t ree . With your 
h~rness ?n, th i s is quite di f ficult, and many 
pllots slmply cannot do it. If you cannot climb 
in easily, hold on with one hand or one hand and 
one leg, deploy your parachute and continue to 
hold onto the control bar un til the chute pulls 
you away from the glider. 

Suspension Loop: Only one report of a sus
pension loop failure reached me. You must have 
a back-up suspension and the suspension loop 
should be changed periodically . (Manufacturers 
opinion of how frequently?) 

"THE STALL IS THE MOST SERIOUS OF 
ALL PILOT ERRORS. IT IS OCCURRING 
AT EVERY LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE ... " 

Stall: The stall is the most serious of all 
pilot errors. It is occurring at every level of 
experience, not just with beginners and intermed
iates. There were 17 stalls on launches with 
the glider turning back into the hill. Some 
were on gentle slopes, some on windy cliffs, but 
they kept occurring over and over. After 
launching, you must immediately gain airspeed. 
You must fly before you soar and before you turn. 
You must be flying before you climb into your 
harness. You must remember the wind gradient. 
Stall on launch was most frequent, closely foll
owed by stalls on landing. The landing approach 
was either too slow or they were turning in their 
final approach, flying too slowly in the turn 
and/or gradient. Seven pilots stalled and crashed 
while scratching for lift in marginal conditions 
close to the ridge. Of the 37 stalls on launch
ing, scratching and landing, comprising 57% of 
all accidents where the cause was known, eight of 
these were fatal. I am surprised there were 
not more deaths. 

Fortunately, a number of recent articles 
have stressed the importance of teaching stalls 
early in the hang gliding experience. There is 
a move to include stall recognition and recovery 
in beginner and hovice skill levels. For all 
pilots of all experience, practicing stalls re
peatedly is very important, both in level flight, 



in shallow and steep turns, such that sta ll re
cognition and recovery becomes an unconscious 
reflex whi ch occurs ~on s istentl y , regardl ess of 
the pilot's conscious desire to go slower, soar 
higher, etc . 

There were 14 (22%) accidents reported as a 
result of aerobatics. Fortunately, there were 
only five deaths. Aerobatics are challenging 
and exciting, and there is no doubt they will 
grow in popularity. The trouble is, most of the 
current gliders are not made for aerobat ics . In 
addition, pilots are learning aerobatics the way 
we used to learn hang gliding - by trial and 
error. There are no learning programs, no in
structors and pilots depend upon what they have 

read and the advice of friends (which may be less 
than helpful). Several tragedies resulted from 
aerobatic procedures done too close to the 
ground. Some resulted in structural failure and 
most commonly, again, it was a stall at some 
point near the apex of the maneuver which resulted 
in loss of control. The performance of aero
batics requires an appropriate glider, the appro
priate instruction, adequate altitude, a para
chute and an extremely cautious philosophy. 

Unfortunately, very little data is available 
on parachute deployment. As we all know, they 
are effective, but in most of our reports, para
chutes were not deployed but the reasons are not 
clear. They may be ' thrown too late, the pilot 
may be trying to fly it out, there may be in
sufficient altitude, the pi lot may freeze or 
simply forget. 

There were six accidents where weather was 
a factor . Primarily, this was a result of in
termediates flying in winds too strong for their 
capabil it i es. 

The emotional state of the pilot was a sig
nificant factor in at least three accidents. In 
a number of others, it was highly suspicious. 
There are those individuals (accidents looking 
for a place to happen) who are going to be injur
ed regardless of what sport they participate in . 
Occasionally, pilots are afraid to fly, and an 
accident is the only way they can gracefully get 
out of the sport. I have recently addressed 
the topic of how to approach the potential acci
dent victim, (Glider Rider, January, 1981). Not 
uncommonly, accidents have occurred to those 
pilots who are on the fringes of hang gliding 
activities. 

There was only one tandem death, which 
barely requires comment. The pilot, flying 
seated, lashed his female companion into his 
lap with a rope, launched his standard, and she 
"froze". The gl i der crashed and she was ki 11 ed. 
Although all you tandem pilots will look at this 
and feel it does not apply to you, let me re
emphasize the increased risk involved in flying 
tandem (not to mention the increased responsib
ility for another human be ing). I am certain 
that over the next twelve months we will have a 
number of tandem acci dents as more and more 
people try it. Rob Kell 's article on tandem 
listed some very stringent prerequisites ; there 
is ve ry good reason for each of them. 
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There were th ree towing accidents, with one 
death - an experienced free flyer who was trying 
people towing for the first time. Unfortunately, 
his over-enthusiasm to soar and his reliance on 
hi s free flight experience resulted in his death. 

Power: There were 17 accidents reported 
involvrng-power. Twelve of these were deaths. 
Many of the accidents involved inexperienced 
pilots with no hang gliding background, perhaps 
with some light plane experience. Prob,bly 
prior power aviation experience is not h~pful, 
leading to an over-confidence and an assumption 
that the engine is more powerful than it actually 
is, and the reliance on old habits relative to 
thrust lines and effects of power application and 
release. The free flying student practices close 
to the ground many times before he has altitude. 
Unfortunately, the power pilot is in the .air al
most immediately, and has little opportunity to 
learn the characteristics of his craft. Many 
pilots are flying near stall and power-on stall; 
resultant power dives, either on the level or in 
the turn, are very frequent. Stall recognition 
and correction must be stressed early. There 
were five structural failures, re-emphasizing the 
importance of careful assembly as well as fre
quent "maintenance checks". 

It appears that, not uncommonly, the thrust 
lines are improper, and that home modifications 
change the characteristics of the aircraft. A 
few had no kill switches. It appears tha t the 
use of CB is more important in power because of 
the pilot's limited airtime until altitude is 
gained, and the frequently reported comment, 
"If only I could have told him to speed up". 
General aviation has the teacher right next to 
the student. The next-best thing is immediate 
communication from the instructor on the ground, 
and is easily accomplished with the use of CB. 

Pilots are wearing their helmets. Para
chutes do not appear to be used to their full 
potential. Pilots survive when the glider takes 
the shock of the crash. Stalls remain the most 
serious of pilot errors. Ae'robatics and tandem 
appear to be the risk areas for the coming year . 
Prone pilots are injuring their heads, faces, 
necks and arms. I would like to see further 
work on protective pilot faring, and the possible 
use of air bags. 

We have developed a new accident reporting 
form which, hopefully, will be a little easier to 
fill out. We hope to make it more widely avail
able. I cannot emphasize enough the importance 
attached to each and every accident report which 
we receive. I am hopeful that through more 
emphasis, more reports will be arriving. We do 
want to hear about minor injuries as well as 
fatalities. Examiners and observers are offic-
ially responsible for submitting accident reports, 
but each and every pilot has an obligation to 
improve the safety of the sport by submitting 
accident reports : Please do not assume that 
"George wi 11 send the report in". When you do, 
we never get a report. 



I would like to publicly thank all of you 
one hundred and six pilots who conscientiously 
turned in accident reports, either on your fellow 
pilots or, more admirably, upon yourselves. Also, 
my sincere thanks to Dan Johnson of Whole Air 
Magazine for his cooperation in shar~is-aata 
with us. . 

This is just the beginning of accident ana
lysis. I think it helps to crystallize our ideas 
of where accidents are occurring, and the types of 
mistakes being made. I remain confident that as 
a result of this data collection and dissemination, 
each of you, tflrough educating yourselves and your 
fellow pilots, will be able to make my job easier 
by diminishing the number of accidents which are 
occurring. . 

Accident Statistics 

FREE FLYING 

Accident Reports - 85 

~la 1 es - 80 
Females - 5 

Fatal - 18(22%) 

EXPERIENCE LEVEL 

Greater than 2 years 
Less than 2 years 
Unknown 

18 
26 
46 

Cause of accident known in 63 cases 

On launch 
(5 deaths) 

While scratching 
Landing 

Total 

Aerobatics 
(5 deaths) 

Failure to hook in 
New Kite 
New Site 
Too Windy 

Minor 
Ann 
Leg 
Head 
Neck 
Chest 
Back 
Pelvis 
Multiple 
Quadriplegic 
Paraplegic 
Unknown 

STALLS 

INJURIES 
Free 

Flying 
7 

21 
12 
12 

6 
8 
4 
2 
4 
1 
3 

12 

17(22%) 

7(11%) 
13(20%) 
37(57%) 

(8 of 37 fatal) 
14(22%) 

3( 5%) 
5( 8%) 
7(11 %) 
5( 8%) 

Power Tow Tandem 
3 
1 
1 
3 2 

1 
2 
1 

2 

7 
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Easy Riser 
Fledgling 
Quicksilver 
Alpha 
Weed Hopper 
Osprey 
Mitchell Wing 

Soannaster 
PSI 
Moody 
Rotec 
Gemi ni 
Yamaha 
McCulloch 
Unknown 

Easy Riser 
Fledgling 
Osprey 

fQ!illi 

Accident Reports - 17 

~la1es - 16 
Females - 1 
Deaths - 12 

GLIDER 

POWER SYSTEM 

STRUCTURAL FAILURE 

NEED A RATING: 

CONTACT NSWHGA TRAINING OFFICER 
Rob de Groot on 698 8584. 

8 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 

3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 

3 
1 
1 

Rob will give you the names and telephone 
numbers of the nearest Safety Officers. 



Water Landing 
BELOW IS THE ACCIDENT REPORT FILED BY A PILOT 
\'JHO RECENTLY TOOK HIS GLIDER SHIMMING AT 
STANWELL PARK. SINCE HIS ACCIDENT, ANOTHER 
PILOT HAS GONE INTO THE OCEAN UNDER SIMILAR 
CONDITIONS. LUCKILY, BOTH PILOTS ESCAPED 
WITHOUT INJURY AND \~ANT TH~ INCIDENTS 
PUBLICIZED TO KEEP OTHER PI-LOTS FROM MAKING THE 
SAM~ MISTAKES. A report from a Safety 
Off1cer who was there for the" first accident 
follows this description by tne pilot. 

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS: 

. ~n Saturda~ 1 August 1981 about 4 pm 
I f1n1shed pack1ng up my glider down on 
the beach at Stanwell Park and went back 
to the top. There I asked a friend who 
had a SkyDart if I could have a fly of 
his glider while he flew another friend's 
glider. MY friend took off and was able 
to soar in the light conditions. 

I had a friend hold the nose while I 
checked my harness and then Via i ted whil e 
he went down the slope to take some photos 
of the launch. I had pre-take-off nerves 
since I was flying an unfamiliar glider 
and the winds were light, and while waiting 
I must have slipped an arm back through my 
harness unnoticed. 

After making a smooth take-off, I found 
when trying to get into prone that my harness 
was ~estricting me so I continued flying 
stra1ght out from the hill till I sorted 
mysel f out. 

When I eventually turned back for my 
fi rs t pass, I found I had los t some hei ght. 
Seeing the others above me in similar gliders 
I thought I may have a chance of regaining 
it. I made a second pass without gaining 
(in fact, I lost considerably more) and so 
decided I had better get out of there. 

At that stage I thought that there was 
no problem but as I proceeded down along 
the lower cliffs, I soon realized that I may 
not make the beach. I flew quite low over a 
lower headland still thinking that I could 
make it. (Looking back, that was my last 
chance and I should have turned the glider 
inland, and in that wind, could have landed 
tailwind without difficulty). 

Shortly after that I realized that I now 
had two options left: crash on the rocks at 
the foot of the lower cliffs or put it down in 
deeper water but away from the surf. 

I knew for me ' putting it down in deeper 
water was the better option since I dive for 
a living. So, in the last few moments I had 
left I concentrated on flying as far as possible 
toward my original qO,al--a small strip of 
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at 5tanwell 
beach away from the-rocks. I did not' attempt 
to climb into the control bar. My priorities 
at that stage were to cover distance not start 
gymnastics. 

The impact was smooth and not at all 
traumatic. I then allowed myself to fall 
backwards in the water and slide out of the 
prone harness. I thought this would be 
easier than trying to jiggle with two carabiners 
since you eventually have to get out of the 
harness anyway. 

At this stage, the glider and I were free 
of the surf but were drifting towar.ds the 
rocks and waves. I tried for some time to swim 
the glider towards the beach but it was hopeless. 
I yelled to two fishermen nearby for help but 
they chose to ignore me (funny people, rock 
fishermen). The glider so far was relatively 
undamaged but very soon it and I arrived at 
the rocks and it started breaking up. I continued 
to attempt to drag the glider ashore but found 
it impossible with the weight of water on the 
sail. Presently, the owner of the glider 
arrived and between the two of us we finally 
managed to drag the sad remains ashore. 

I feel that the probable cause of the 
the accident was not taking off with my harness 
incorrect, though this contributed to me getting 
below the hill level. The accident was caused 
by my own stupidity in trying to find lift where 
none existed (on a shear face below the crest 
in light wind) and not realizing my predicament 
earlier and taking advantage ' of a landing area. 

SAFETY OFFICER's COMMENTS: 

I was on the beach at the time that this 
incident happened. The wind at the beach was 
WEST and had been so for some time. This is 
a well-known phenomenon at Stanwell Park and 
other sites, especially late in the day in the 
winter and fall. The wind goes west down below 
earlier since the ground cools faster than the 
air. People may be happily soaring up high 
where the wind is still blowing and the wind 
sock on top of the hill may still be reading 
light east or southeast . However, once you 
get down lower, especially on the east face~-
ALL YOU FIND IS SINK. Sometimes this is so 
bad that even in a high performance glider you 
cannot make the beach unless you leave with 
some height. 

. The mor~l of the story is to watch out 
flY1ng lat~ 1n the d~y and watch for signs 
that the w1nd below 1S different from that 
.~bove. Ano~her good rule might be just to 
Judge the a1r you are actually in and ignore 
the fact that people are soaring above you 
Don't leave it too late to head for a . 
landing in hopes that you can work it back 
up; 



LETTERS TO THE 
EDITOR 

State vs Federal 

Dear Editor, 

I'd like to congratulate Olga, Marsha and 
the 'team' on a really excellent Skysailor 
issue (July '81). The quality of material and 
presentation continues to improve. Also, on 
behalf of all members, thanks to Marsha Leeman 
for the tremendous job she's done as TAHGA/HGFA 
Secretary. Her abilities and dedication have 
really turned our Federal body into an efficient, 
well-respected organisation. 

There are two other matters in the July 
issue on which I would like to comment: 

1. The Logo 

I believe the new HGFA logo was chosen by 
the vote of the Federal Convention (about 15 
people). Without wanting to put down Bruce 
Lee's design, I believe something as important 
and subjective as the choice of a new logo 
should have been put to a postal ballot of all 
members. There was a good response from members 
to the original invitation to submit designs and 
I believe many members would not be in favour of 
the design chosen at the Convention. Apart 
from anything else, I believe the name must 
appear in full (not just "HGFA"), as these 
initials would mean nothing to most people not 
involved in the sport. It must be considered 
that part of the function of our emblem is to 
portray to the 'outside world' who we are and 
what we are all about, as well as giving indiv
idual members a sense of identity with "hang 
gliding in Australia" as a 'theme'. 

2. Federal/State finances and administration 

There are several references in the maga
zine to H.G.F.A. taking over more functions and 
expenses from the States. Whilst this may not 
be a bad thing in some areas, I think several 
points need reconsidering: 

a) The 'system' of a Federal body (with 
the State Associations as its members) and State 
Associations (with individuals as their members) 
was set up to spread the work load and avoid con
centrating most of the administrative work on one 
or two people. This centralisation may be O.K. 
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while we have people such as Marsha and the 
Whites on the Federal -Executive, but they will 
not be there for ever and we may be hard pressed 
to find someone to take over an ever increasing 
work load. True, we do now have access to a 
paid administrator and there is mention of a 
full time, paid person, but it remains to be 
seen how and whether these schemes will eventuate. 

b) On the question of finances, I don't 
see why HGFA needs to raise its fees to cover the 
projected expenses during 1982. Many of these 
items should be recouped from the States by 
simply charging them! For example, a new print 
run for ~1anuals is presumably so they can be 
issued to new members. So, if say, the NSWHGA 
receives 100 Manuals for expected new members, 
HGFA should charge NSW for the cost. 

N.S.W. members will probably recall that the 
joining fee was raised to $5 two years ago 
specifically to cover such a contingency. Un-
doubtedly, the other State Association~ have 
surplus funds they could draw on to relmburse 
HGFA for Manuals, Membership cards, etc. etc. 
I believe surplus funds should be utilised (at 
least to some extent) and before either HGFA or 
the States start adjusting their fees. 

Martyn Yeomans 
N.S.W. 

Federal Reply 

The previous letter calls for a reply and 
since the issues raised bear directly on our 
responsibilities we have framed the following. 

1. The Logo. The HGFA executive was under 
no compulsion to consult with the pilots about 
the logo at alL After a 11, the actual members 
of HGFA are the State Associations. However, 
the executive does feel that pilots should be 
involved as much as possible with HGFA since 
it has such an effect on flying activities. We 
were, therefore, very pleased and gratified by 
the interest shown in the logo competition. 
Nevertheless, the only way such a competition can 
be organised is for final authority to rest with 
the competition committee. While Bruce Lee's 
logo was judged to be the best available it does 
have some shortcomings (along the lines suggested 
by Mr. Yeomans). There will be an attempt made 
to rectify these. 

We congratulate Bruce Lee for his winning 
entry and warn all prospective correspondents 
on this matter that their letters will be filed 
in the bin. 

Federal/State finances & administration 

a) The 'system'. The decentralised system 
which was in effect when I joined in 1979 simply 
did not work. No state association kept TAHGA 
informed-rn-an acceptable way of their membership. 
The experi ence of 01 ga and lis typi ca 1 . He 
did not receive any Skysailors for 6 months after 
we joined and, except for our privileged position 
on the TAHGA executive, the insurers would not 
have known we were members. If we had hitSome-



one then insurance would probably have been 
refused! ! 

Since decentralisation did not work, the 
current HGFA executive is setting up a centra
lised membership system which will involve the 
administrator, some paid part-time staff (not 
full-time) and a computer system. The system 
will be relatively independent of volunteer labour 
and will carryon no matter what happens to any 
executive. 

b) On the question of finances. It is clearly 
inefficient to have the double handling of coll
ecting money for HGFA projects from States who 
collect it from members. Further, my experience 
as HGFA treasurer suggests that State Associat
ions will not pay their bills without incredible 
hassle. 

Centralisation of finances for centrally 
produced material is a self evident strategy. 
Consider the new edition of the manual. HGFA 
intends to distribute revisions to all existing 
members as well as new manuals to new members. 
Under Mr. Yeomans' scheme should existing NSW 
members pay a re-joining fee to cover this extra 
expense? 

States should use their funds for the things 
they can do well and efficiently such as the ad
ministration of Safety Officers, the rating 
system and competitions. HGFA should use its 
funds for all central matters such as membership, 
manuals and Skysailor. Why this is not a self 
evident truth is beyond us. Dennis and Olga White 

WINGS WEST 
HANG GLIDING SPECIALTIES 

Australian Distributor to Flight Designs 

NOW IN STOCK! 

Flight Designs variometers at $160.00 each. They 
are custom made for Flight Designs by Litek who are 
the manufacturers of Hummingbird variometers. 

STATISTICS 

1. Three (3) mode audio 
2. 1200'/min. up and down scale 
3. Audio alarm at 700'/min. down 
4. Battery on outside of case for ease 

of changing 

US Power Experience 
Dear Editor, 

I received my June copy of the U.S.H.G.A. 
magazine Hang Gliding recently and read with 
interest R.V. Wills' update of 1980 fatalities 
(world-wide). 

Whilst I am aware that H.G.F.A. policy is 
not to publicize or advertise powered flying (a 
policy which I strongly support), I believe it 
would be in the members' interest to learn of 
t~e horrific fatality rate being experienced by 
pl10ts of powered ultralights, mainly in the 
U.S.A. If anyone needs convincing of the dangers 
of powered 'hang gliding' read on: 

Of 26 reported U.S. fatalities (believed by 
Wills to be a comprehensive figure) 8 were 
powered ultralights or 'hang gliders'. The 
break-up of types was: Easy Riser - 5; F1edge-
1; Weedhopper - 1; Alpha 245 (flex-wing) with 
Soarmaster power-pack - 1. In addition, one of 
two reported Italian fatalities involVed a 
powered Fledge. 

The reason the U.S. statistics are so bad is 
that there are over 20,000 hang glider pilots 
compared to about 2-2,500 powered pilots, thus 
indicating a fatality record 4 times as bad for 
powered 'hang gliders' as opposed to unpowered 
hang gliding. 

One need say no more. Regards, 
Martyn Yeomans 

Due to unavoidable cost increases Flight DeSigns 
back up parachutes will be, with the arrival of 
the October shipment,going up to $345.00. How
ever, existing stocks are still available at 
$310.00 until the new shipment arrives. 

5. Smart matt black and silver case 

ALL PRICES POST PAID IN AUSTRALIA 

phone Stubby (09) 277 9841 

29 Great Eastern Hwy. 

South Guilford, 6055. 

Western Australia 



EDITORIAL 
Having recovered from my two recent trips 

overseas and moving house to Stanwell Tops, I 
thought it might be time for another editorial. 
Why do I get the feeling that every other Aus
tralian hang glider pilot went to the Owens 
Valley for the \~inter! Do you get that feel
ing too? Obviously, I will have to organize my 
next trip overseas to include a flying holiday . 

August Issue 
It was rather remiss of us not to acknow

ledge the superb artist who provided us with the 
super-terrific cover for the August issue. I 
can say that it was not done by Wings ~Jhipstall 
but it is strongly rumoured that a close assoc
iate of his, John Reynoldson, may have had some
thing to do with it. We hope that Wings Whip
stall will drive him to produce more. We 
certainly won't forget to acknowledge the next 
one. Promi se! 

Contrjbutjons to Skvsailo r 
It has been said that the quality of ~

sailor keeps improving. Well it's all du e to 
those of you who have kept the contributions roll
ing in. We couldn't do it without you! 

I thought it might be time to provide a few 
pointers to assist those of you who are planning 
to send in contributions in the near future . 
Suitable contributions to the magazine include: 

articles - serious and/or funny 
black and white photographs 
1 ine drawings 
cartoons 
letters to the editor 
reports of local activities 
reports on new and/or old established 
sites 
front cover material 
anything else you can think of 

We particular1y have difficulty finding suit
able front cover material and black and white 
photos and other visuals to break up the text and 
make the magazine more interesting . If you're 
sending in an article see if you can send in a 
black and white photograph, or two, even if it's 
just a snapshot of !you, or of someone else ment
ioned in the article. 

Unfortunately, colour photographs or slides 
do not reproduce very well in black and white so 
black and white photographs are preferable. We 
have tried to overcome this problem but it's too 
difficult and enormously expensive. 

Another problem which our typist sometimes 
has is the 1 egi bil,ity of contri butors' hand
I'lriting, including mine. If you can type -
terrific. But if you can't that's okay. Just 
try and write clearly and legibly and try to 
remember to print things such as people's names 
and place names to make it a little bit easier 
for us. 

A lot of you have been copying articles from 
other magazines and books and sending them in. 
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We try and print these if we can but there are 
problems. The copyright laws have recently been 
changed to make them more stringent. The pen
alties for breaching copyright have also been 
increased. We can only reprint articles from 
other sources if we can obtain permission to do 
so. If you are sending something like this in 
it would help considerably if you can provide us 
with some details of whom to contact to obtain 
permission to reprint it. 

For those of you sending in artwork the 
following points are important to remember: 

Skysailor is laid up on larger sheets 
and then reduced for printing 
the layout area measures 310 mm x 230 mm 
each column on the lay up sheet is 105 mm 
wide or 50 characters on a typewriter 
the typeface which we normally use is 
Gothi c 12 pi tch 
anything not done on an electric type
writer with carbon ribbon will be retyped 
before pri nti ng 

If you need samples of the lay up sheets 
these can be supplied on request. 

A number of other points are also worth 
mentioning: 

all advertisements for kites in Market 
Place must include mention of a minimum 
rating or one will be supplied by me 
all advertisements for kite manufacturers 
must state whether the kites listed are 
certified under the U.S. Hang Glider 
Manufacturers Association certification 
standards 
it has been decided, and ratified at the 
Convention, that no advertisements for, 
or articles about, powered 'hang gliding' 
or ultralights will be printed in ~
sailor including Market Place (see the 
HGFA Secretary's Report for further 
details) 

I hope all this hasn't turned you off send-
ing in a· contribution. If in doubt then send it 
in anyway. We try and publish everything that 
comes in, unless there is a very good reason as 
to why it should be left out . 

Thanks again for the contributions and keep 
them rolling in. 

Happy contributing and great flying. 

01 ga Whi te 



NEW SOUTH WALES HANG GilDING ASSOCIATION 
P.o. BOX 121, SUTHERLAND, N.S.W. 2232. 

NSWHGA - Report of Activities 

Finances 
NSWHGA currently has $1,326.67 in its ord

inary account and $2,500.00 in an investment 
account. This increase in funds is largely due 
to the successful sale of the Dennis Pagen books. 

Dennis Pagen Books 
The Dennis Pagen .books are currently out of 

stock. But, if you've sent your money in and 
haven't yet received your books don't despair, 
we have a shipment somewhere on the high seas, 
which should be arriving shortly. 

Training 

It has been reported that there are many 
people still out at the sandhills at Kurnell who 
are not members and who do not have insurance. 
The consequences of this could be extremely 
serious in any accident involving a member of 
the public . 

Short term membership was introduced to 
cover just this type of situation. If you are 
~e~c~ing out a~ the sandhills it is your respons
lblllty to adVlse beginners of the importance of 
short term membership and the insurance cover 
which it provides. If someone flying your kite 
is involved in an accident with a third party 
then you, the owner of the kite, are liable. 
The injured person will sue ~ou, not the person 
flying the kite so it is in YOhr interests to 
ensure that all your students ave short term 
membership and insurance cover. 

Instructor's Certification and First Aid Course 
The first Instructor's Certification course 

will be held on 24-25 October 1981 at Sports 
House. A first aid course will be conducted in 
conjunction with this programme on 22-23 Oc tober 
1981, al so at Sports House. This fir st ai d 
course wi ll be oriented towards the most common 
types of injuri es as sociated with han g glidi ng 
acciden t s . HG FA wi ll reimbu rse hal f the enrol
ment costs for the first aid course . Anyone is 
welcome t o attend the firs t ai d cour se. 
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These courses have been organized by HGFA, 
after a lot of work put in by Ian Jarman, to 
improve the level of safety in instruction. For 
further details see notice elsewhere in this 
issue. Courses will be held in other states at 
a later date. 

Safe soaring, 
Olga White 

IMPORTANT NOTICE FROM THE WOLLONGONG CLUB: 

A RAMP IS BEING CONSTRUCTED AT MT. KEIRA WHICH 
IS PART OF OUR NEW ARRANGEMENTS FOR USE OF THIS 
SITE AFTER NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE LOCAL COUNCIL. 

UNTIL OCTOBER 1 WHEN THE RAMP WILL BE FINISHED, 

MT. KEIRA SHOULD NOT BE FLOWN. 

o 

,-

• 



Cross-Country League 

More details of the League have been 
announced. It will be run on a fortnightly 
basis, starting on the 1st Sunday of each month . 
Cross-Country tasks onl y will be held and it 
will be run primarily in the Lochiel area. 
Pilots should phone Gary Fimeri early on the 
Sunday morning (before 9.00 a.m.) on 3845742 
to find out whether it is on or not. 

Stickers 

The club is having a run of 150 "SAHGA" 
stickers printed using the old design. These 
will be available shortly. If anyone cares to 
design a new sticker the executive will give 
consideration to having it printed. 

Training Glider 

An agreement has been reached with Moyes 
and the club will buy the second hand S.P. train
ing glider supplied for $700.00. It is expected 
to be in use shortly. 

Willunga Training Slope 

Pilots using this slope must take care to 
close the gates. Failure to do so could result 
in us losing the use of this site. 

Concern has been expressed over pilots 
performing radical manoeuvres with insufficient 
height. Pilots are reminded that they have a 
responsibility to other people as well as them
selves. If you fall out of a \~ingover performed 
at insufficient height then expect to eat it very 
badly. 

Treasury 

The buildinq fund account has been closed 
and the money from it plus some surplus funds 
from the general account will be transferred to 
a high interest Building Society account. 

R.J. \~ilkinson 
Secretary 
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t'1D~BERS OF 1981 EXE CU TIV E 

PRE SIDENT: 
Roh Woodwar d, 20 Milham St ree t , 
OAKLAND S PARK. S.A. 5046 
Phone : 298 -60l3 (AH) 

22 7-3226 (BH) 

VI CE PRES IDENT: 
Dav e Wear ing- Smith, 1/7 1 Espl anade, 
HEtJLEY BE ACH. S. A. 5022 
Phone : 353-3333 (AH) 

296-4444 (BH) 

SECRETARY: 
Ro ss Wil kinson, 9 Thorpe Street, 
TORREN S PARK. S.A. 5062 
Phone: 272-1585 (All) 

225-6843 (BH) 

TREASURER: 
John ~1ellowship, 15 r·1orning Glory Avenue , 
O'HALLORAN HILL. S.~. 5158 
Phone: 381-2073 (AH) 

216-1230 (BH) 

T.A.H.G.A. CO-ORDINATOR: 
Kym Stancliffe, U5/8 Lennox Street, 
CAMPBELLTm1N. S.A. 5074 
Phone: 336-4688 

SAFETY DIRECTOR: 
Peter Prideaux, Unit 5, 8 Lennox Street, 
CAMPBELLTOWN. S.A. 5074 
Phone: 356-8106 (t1um) 

336 -4688 (AH) 
223-4444 (BH) 

SKYSAILOR CO-ORDINATOR: 
George Ka~bas, 7 Tait Street, 
RENOWN PARK. S.A. 5008 

Phone: 467 -062 

SPRING FLY-IN 

October 10th - 12th 

LOCHIEL SLOPES 

CAHPING AT SNOHTOHN CARAVAN PARK 

This fly-in will be a fun way to blow off all 
those winter cobwebs and ease yourself into some 
summer flying. All ratings are welcome, bring 
the family and friends . 

All S.A.H.G.A. members are urged to pray for good 
weather. 



TArlGA'S 

MARK.ET PLACE 

A.C.T. 

MOYES MEGA II 
One owner, excellent 
condition, a real bargain. 
Minimum Rating II 
Contact Peter Cursley at 
Honest John's or via 
Tim Webb (062)3651 23 

MOYES MEGA II 
Another real bargain 
representing excell ent 
value for money . 
Eleven months old and 
in min t condition . 
Minimum Rating II 
Contact Jeff Cotter 
Phone (062)314794 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

BANDIT 180 
Red with navy l eadi ng edge, 
12 months old, good condit
ion, suit intermediate pil ot 
ready to upg rade to a pre
formed batten kite. 
Mi ni mum Rating II 
Br uce Wh ite (02)9312212 (ah) 

(02 )2212244(bh) 

MEGA MAJOR (II) 
Excell en t condition, never 

, 

'" 

been f l own in t he Owe ns Val l ey, 
patriotic green co l our, swi vel 
cross bar , quick set up. 
Mi nimum Ratin g I I 
Gl en Woodward (02 )9180038 

BANDIT 
Very smooth ki t e and only 4 
months ol d, treated l ike a 
geriatric, ni ce col ours, 2 spare 
A- frame uprights, a handout at 
t he price . I wi l l de liver . 
Minimum Rating I I 
Torq ui1 Cameron (065 )681070 
Macks vi 11 e 

PHANTOM 
Red, blue and bl ack 
4 mon t hs old, good cond i tio n 
Ca ll Mike on 02 - 34954 14 
Mi nimum Ra ting I I 

$1,000 

$900 

$895 

$999 

$900 

$800 ono 
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~lEGA I I $1 ,000 
7 months old, red leading edge, 
orange sail, white tips, mylar, 
new condition. 
Minimum Ratin II 
Bob Barnes 065 540416 
Pacific Palms 

QUEENSLAND 

INSTRUMENT COWLINGS 
Streamlined, fibreg1ass, fits 
any vario and altimeter, 
installation instructions 
included. Postage included. 
Graham Puka11us (07)2013453 
Nobby Area Sky Surfing Assoc. 

ANTISLIP GLOVES 
Fits any hand, wool with outer 
layer of cross hatched nylon, 
colours brown or white. 
Postage included. 
Graham Puka11us (07)2013453 
Nobby Area Sky Surfing Assoc. 

VICTORIA 

$21 

$2 . 50 

SKYDART I I $400 
In very good condition, a real 
bargain, phone fo r details . 
Minimum Ratin I 
Harry Summons 03) 886467(ah) 
Blackburn (03)6583385(bh) 

SKYSAILOR 
BACK ISSUES 

Th e fo ll owing back iss ues of SKYSAI LOR are 
avai l ab l e from TAHGA at t he amazi ng price 
of 

~ r1i\ rJ. per iss ue , 
~~ ~ inc l uding postage 

~Iote that not all issues are in stock. 
Send your order and money to -

Rea 1 

Sep 
Apr 
Aug 

TAHGA, 
Box 4 Holme Building, 
SYDNEY UNIVERSITY, 2006. 

oldies 1980 1981 
' 75 Jan Jan 
'76 Feb Feb 
'76 Apr Apr 

May May 
Jun Jun 
J u1 
Aug 
Sep 



Hang glider manufacturers & design specialists 

St"iff kaS b~~ dtos-et./ by Av,;waliat\l 8NL 
N.Z.. pilots comr~ lA tk~ Wo~ld, Cl"atMpUntskifs 

~ J"~pM', 

tit wA. pilots 2V'-e IN\MCHi-+1~ tke. Sw'ft over' ~,ooo ft. . 
• In S~~~ I tk~ Sw',ft L-s Cd~r'"Utj a 91 Lb. TV"lk~ . 
• \r\ N ~wcastl~, -t~ ~w,ft Ls i1~ d1o',ce of 

-exp€"r"iet\cecL tew pi lot~ . 

• the. \'l~~st s~i~ ~\~k p~fOt"m3t\c:.e ~tid~v' 

~t\ Ausvalia ~d, New ZealoMcl toda~ is t"~ Swift . 

• ~o Si~ -NoW av&Lab~~ -- \10 Be "0 

Ph. (02) 521- 6365 

Cc c·r<·s ,>'':,OC.c:. 
..•.. - . . ~ 

currently certified 
under USHGMA standards 


